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2Calabrese’s Model
Two states:
• Grass occupied (G)
• Tree occupied (T)
Rules:
• Death (T → G); with probability α
• Birth/Dispersal; T sends out offspring at constant rate b.
• Establishment: Pe=PcPf
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5Drossel-schwabl Forest Fire Model
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States:
• Tree susceptible to be burned (T) 
• Burning Tree (B)
• Empty site or Ashes (A)
• Rules:
• Death (B → A)
• Burn (T → B);
With probability (1-Im), if at least one nearest neighbor is burning
With probability f, if no nearest neighbor is burning
• Birth (A →T); With probability p
6Simulation FFM
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States:
• Grass (G)
• Juvenile Tree (JT)




• Death (AT → G); α rate
• Growth (JT →AT); g rate
• Ashes (B → A)
• Birth (G →JT);
Dispersal: near and far neighborhood at β rate;
Establishment: Pe=Pc.
• Burn (G and JT → B); 
With probability (1-Im), if at least one nearest neighbor is burning;
With probability f, if no nearest neighbor is burning.
• Recovery (A → G); With probability p
8Density of trees versus time
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9Density of trees versus recovery rate, p
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Von Neumann Neighborhood
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Simulation SM-FFM

















































Changing the probability of 
burning             
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n
nPb −−= 1Im)1(
n = number of burning neighbors
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• Analyze the mean field approximation:
• Tree spatial pattern in the near neighborhood
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Merci beaucoup
